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    New Resources on Fisheries Information from CERMES and FAO/Barbados

          

        Inspired by a posting by Iris Monnereau (UNFAO/Barbados) and Georgina Bustamante on the CAMPAM  e-mail list, Hazel Oxenford of CERMES/UWI Cave Hill (Centre for Resource Management and Environmental Studies) helped me put together these three recent articles or chapters about fisheries issues in the Caribbean (or the “West Central Atlantic).

As Hazel said in her note (my emphasis):

Anyway – Iris Monnereau and I have done a couple of broad scale reviews recently on Climate Change impacts on fish resources and fisheries (not coral reefs directly) for Caribbean SIDS and for the Western Central Atlantic region.

The most recent one, released earlier this month, as a Western Central Atlantic chapter for the FAO book on Climate Change in fisheries, and a couple last year for a much less publicized CRFM/CEFAS science review publication, which did involve delving a little bit into the impact on reefs in the ‘supplementary material’.   I am attaching all three!  Share as you see fit.

Also you might be interested in the complimentary publications in the CEFAS review – there were 12 papers including one specifically on coral reefs – that incidentally was not ready in time for us to see what was written before we submitted ours – since we were all working to the same deadline!  [In addition to the three articles below] These can all be viewed/downloaded from https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/commonwealth-marine-economies-cme-programme-caribbean-marine-climate-change-report-card-scientific-reviews.  In case of interest also, the entire FAO book can be viewed/downloaded from http://www.fao.org/3/I9705EN/i9705en.pdf,  and the FAO press release read at http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1144681/icode/

Thanks for your interest.

These papers are extensively annotated and have long reference lists including many recent publications.

In the list below, I list the name of the article, followed by a link that will download a .PDF copy of the article itself. These articles average 22 to 25 pages.

“Chapter 9: Climate change impacts, vulnerabilities and adaptations: Western Central Atlantic marine fisheries,” by Hazel A. Oxenford and Iris Monnereau    Oxenford & Monnereau 2018 WCA CC impacts on fisheries Chp 9 FAO

CARIBBEAN MARINE CLIMATE CHANGE REPORT CARD: SCIENCE REVIEW 2017 Science Review 2017: pp 124-154. Impacts of Climate Change on Fisheries in the Coastal and Marine Environments of Caribbean Small Island Developing States (SIDS) by Iris Monnereau and Hazel A. Oxenford, Monnereau & Oxenford 2017 Impact of CC on Fisheries in Caribbean SIDS

CARIBBEAN MARINE CLIMATE CHANGE REPORT CARD: SCIENCE REVIEW 2017 Science Review 2017: pp 83-114. Impacts of Climate Change on Fish and Shellfish in the Coastal and Marine Environments of Caribbean Small Island Developing States (SIDS) byHazel A. Oxenford and Iris Monnereau. Oxenford & Monnereau 2017 Impacts of CC on fish and shellfish in Caribbean SIDS

 

			  Good Discussion of Indirect Costs for Non-Profits/NGOs

          

        Based on a fifty year career managing non-profit organizations and programs, I REALLY think it’s existentially important for NGOs/CSOs to collect the true costs of their operations from contracts and donors. Unfortunately, I’m not sure that Mr. Klotz’s graphic presentation is sufficiently clear that it will persuade donors.  Also, read the comments at the URL just below, which are pretty smart.

from a two-year-old article by the Non-Profit Quarterly —



A Graphic Re-visioning of Nonprofit Overhead

By CURTIS KLOTZ                        |              August 16, 2016
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“We can work together for a better world with men and women of goodwill, those who radiate the intrinsic goodness of humankind.” / Kate Ter Haar



Most nonprofit leaders agree that we need a new way to communicate about the true costs of our programs and the vital importance of strong organizational infrastructure. But we have not yet developed a simple, consistent message when sharing our view with potential supporters and investors. We are stuck with old terms and old images.

The following series of images and descriptions is really a blog in pictures. How we visualize our understanding of nonprofit structure and programs shapes the overhead debate. It’s time to get graphic about our new ideas—to deploy fresh images to help educate the public, our funders, and ourselves.

It’s Time to Retire This Pie Chart

[image: Overhead-myth-slide]

When nonprofits are viewed this way, no matter how hard we try to think differently, we imagine important infrastructure of our organization as taking a slice out of the pie—as diminishing the “real” work of our mission.

Strategic financial functions, good governance, and the development of key funding partnerships are vital to strong organizations. We need a new way to communicate this truth.

We Need a New Image

Rather than thinking of our investment in key infrastructure as diminishing our programs, it should be seen as valuable Core Mission Support.

[image: Core-mission-support-slide-2]

Core Mission Support functions are necessary, vital, and integral.

	Strong, strategic finance and accounting
	Progressive human resources practices
	Capable, responsive board governance
	Talented and engaged development staff


Whole Organizations and True Program Costs

Each of our programs is built around, is supported by, and shares responsibility for Core Mission Support.

[image: True-Program-costs-slide-3]

All of the resources we need to accomplish our programs are the True Program Costs, which include four types of expenses:

	Direct Expenses: Program-Specific
	Direct Expenses: Shared by Programs
	Core Mission Support: Finance, HR, and Board
	Core Mission Support: Fundraising & Partners


Underfunded Programs Create a Gap at the Core

[image: Line-item-gap-slide]

Some programs are only partially funded by contributions or by earned revenue.

When a program is only partially funded, the expenses not covered include a proportionate share of the Core Mission Support. This creates a Gap in funding for the finance, human resources, governance, and fundraising infrastructure that support the entire organization.

Line-Item Funding Creates a Gap at the Core

Some funders limit their support to only the direct expenses of program.

[image: Line-item-gap-slide]

When funders support only direct expenses, they deny funding for Core Mission Support. This leaves a Gap at the center of our organization. Not only is one program affected, but the health of the entire organization is at risk.

Invest in the Core to Grow the Mission

[image: Grow-core-slide]

The growth and effectiveness of our mission work depend on having a solid core at the center of our organizations. Investing in our infrastructure is savvy, prudent, and absolutely necessary.

Go Visual With Our New Thinking

Once we have a new way of understanding and communicating about the Core Mission Support needed by our organizations, it is our job to share our thinking with others. Our funders, supporters and investors all want us to succeed. They are partners in accomplishing our mission work. But like us, they may need help reimagining the role strong infrastructure plays in amplifying program effectiveness. By providing a simple visual guide, we can help transform the way we talk about, picture, and ultimately fund the Core Mission Support that is at the center of all great nonprofits.

This article was published in its original form at the blog of the Nonprofit Assistance Fund.








ABOUT CURTIS KLOTZ

Curtis Klotz is the CFO and Vice President of Finance at Propel Nonprofits, a certified Community Development Financial Institution in Minneapolis with the mission of fueling the impact and effectiveness of nonprofits. In his current role, he also provides financial management advice and support to a variety of nonprofits, is a frequent presenter at conferences and workshops on nonprofit finance topics, and is a frequent contributor to Propel Nonprofits’ Balancing the Mission Checkbook blog.
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			  Sinking Islands from The Sierra Club Magazine

          

        from the Sierra Club Magazine for May, 2018
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The World’s Sinking Islands Challenge Our Imagination



Life on the Maldives and Marshall Islands, at the risky fringes of a warming world












PHOTOS BY DAN LIN















BY REBECCA SOLNIT | APR 26 2018
















THE ISLANDS PICTURED in these pages are so small, it’s hard for a lifelong continent dweller like me to imagine them as the whole space in which people—around 75,000 in the Marshall Islands, 393,000 in the Maldives—reside. But Dan Lin, who has spent years with the people of the South Pacific, assures me that many island dwellers see themselves as living not in the confined space of islands but in the vast space of archipelagoes in the boundless expanses of the sea. Looking with his eyes, I see that the land in the Marshall Islands is akin to the city, the sea to the country, but the land has become so crowded and overburdened that it is like an inner city, a slum—density amid vastness, crowding wrapped around by the sea.

[image: Climate change is erasing islands from the map]

ON EBEYE, THE MOST POPULOUS OF THE MARSHALL ISLANDS, THE INCOMING TIDE IS YOUR FRONT YARD.

These tiny, low-lying islands are also sanctuaries, because even the most marine-adapted people, even the great navigators of the South Pacific, need land. They are now losing what they need. Eventually, the Marshall Islanders will lose all of it because of what others far away have chosen to do and not to stop doing.

The Marshallese poet Kathy Jetnil-Kijiner—whose mother is a powerful voice on climate in addition to being the first female president of a Pacific Island nation—saw an island that had died. She wrote about taking a boat there, where a man named Yoster Harris greeted her:

According to Yoster, a pile of sand and rocks that was only a few feet away, called Ellekan, was once a full island. He said 10 years ago it was lush and full of coconut and pandanus trees—that he used to walk across the reef at low tide and sleep and camp there overnight, sometimes even finding crabs to bring back to eat. He said 10 years later, because of the constant high tides washing over the island, it has become barren. This, according to Yoster, is all a result of climate change. He said in Marshallese, “We’ve had the funeral for that island—it’s over. But you need to save the others.” I came away from the experience feeling the weight of Yoster’s appeal as well as the chilling realization that the pile of sand and rocks that was once an island is exactly what the rest of the Marshall Islands could look like in a few years.

Jetnil-Kijiner notes that in 2016, five islands vanished from the Solomon Islands, another huge archipelago nation of tiny specks of land, this one about a thousand miles northeast of Australia. The islands were small and uninhabited, according to the Guardian, but six other islands there were ripped at by the sea, and one has lost half of its inhabitable area. The erasure of islands and remaking of our atlases is already under way.

[image: On Ebeye, the incoming tide is your front yard]

[image: a ferry from Kwajalein Atoll]
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FROM LEFT: A FEW HOURS OF RAIN IS ENOUGH TO FLOOD THE STREETS OF EBEYE; A FERRY FROM KWAJALEIN ATOLL; KIDS AT PLAY IN MAJURO LAGOON.

You can see how crowded these islands are, how little room there is, how the sea is all around, how low the land is, how easily the sea sweeps over in a storm surge, how in most places nothing stands between the land and the water. The paradoxical thing about sea level rise is that it is not only a problem of too much water; it’s also a problem of not enough. The rising seas turn the precious freshwater sources on the islands brackish, and without freshwater, growing plants, watering livestock, and quenching human thirst is frustrated.

“We’ve had the funeral for that island—it’s over. But you need to save the others.”

The rising seas tearing away chunks of land is similar to what’s happening on the low-lying, fragile Louisiana coast, which has lost an area the size of Delaware to erosion over the last several decades. In Louisiana, the first official United States climate refugees were resettled away from the disintegrating coast in 2016. As is so often the case with those impacted by climate, they were indigenous people—the Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaws. You can move inland on the continents; on these islands, inland is not enough.

You have to imagine what you cannot see, and this work of invention has always been a central part of what environmentalists do: imagine ecosystems, imagine consequences, imagine places we have not been to and cannot see, imagine the future. Being an environmentalist is first of all a commitment to others, to human beings who are not in the here and now, to other species, to the future; this commitment comes from a fact-based faith in the beauty and value of the complex systems that sustain life.

[image: A shortcut across a flooded soccer field in Malé, the densely populated capital of the Maldives;]

A SHORTCUT ACROSS A FLOODED SOCCER FIELD IN MALÉ, THE DENSELY POPULATED CAPITAL OF THE MALDIVES.

To understand the doom of the islands, you have to imagine the melting of ice sheets in places far from the tropics. And to understand the ice sheets melting, you have to understand the greenhouse gases trapping heat in the atmosphere, and to understand those gases, you have to imagine the emissions produced by a variety of means, but most of all by burning fossil fuel and pushing carbon out of the earth and into the sky. What is happening to the islands is the result of decisions, profits, and benefits made and pursued by others, far away—which includes most of us.

For a long time we thought the work of climate change was imagining the future, until we realized that all our estimates were too optimistic and that the trouble was not an issue for our grandchildren but was in the present, with us, now. Even to imagine the present means summoning up the reality and the necessity of systems too vast and complex to appear before the eye. We in the safer center had to imagine the edges—the islands, the poles, the ice sheets, the glaciated heights. We had to add to our picture of the world sub-Saharan droughts, tropical storms, ocean acidification, melting permafrost far away from our everyday lives. Then came droughts, floods, wildfires, polar vortices, pumped-up storms, and we only had to incorporate the evidence of our eyes and daily lives into the larger narratives of how things were changing.

[image: Malé’s coastline]

[image: The capital is only a downpour away from a flood]

[image: The capital is only a downpour away from a flood]

FROM LEFT: MALÉ’S COASTLINE; THE CAPITAL IS ONLY A DOWNPOUR AWAY FROM A FLOOD; A MAN STEPS OUT TO CHECK THE WEATHER (IT’S STILL RAINING).

Words—as testament, story, and scientific explanation—and maps and photographs all helped us do this work of the imagination. Even so, I think that most of us fail to imagine how dramatic the changes are and will be. In the future, the world that older people like me grew up in—a stable world of predictable seasons and thriving systems before chaos began to break apart the great chains of being—will be what the young have to imagine, because they will no longer be able to experience it firsthand.

On the continents, much will change, but not everyone lives on continents. Many maps show that sea level rise will impact Miami, New Orleans, and New York City, and that the Pacific will push its way up past San Francisco Bay to flood California’s Central Valley, one of the richest agricultural areas on Earth. But I have not seen the maps that show us where whole nations used to be, entire bodies of land that are doomed, and where the process of drowning is already under way. That’s what Dan Lin’s photographs testify to here.

This article appeared in the May/June 2018 edition with the headline “Redrawing the Atlas.”

This article was funded by the Sierra Club’s Beyond Coal campaign.
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Rebecca Solnit, a Sierra Club member since 1986 and a product of the California public education system, is the author of 20 books and a dedicated walker and camper and protester.
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			  Hurricanes, Recovery, And Resiliency In The US Caribbean’s National Parks

          

        [This article from Apple News presents some good insights into the enormous scale of the ecological impacts of major hurricanes — in this case, Hurricanes Irma and Maria in September and October of 2017. ]
Hurricanes, Recovery, And Resiliency In The Caribbean’s National Parks



People and ecosystem see glimpses of normalcy amid effort to rebuild

By Erika Zambello








By the time Alexandra Silva retreated into her interior bathroom to take shelter during Hurricane Irma, she couldn’t see a palm tree 15 feet from her front door. The rain on St. Thomas and St. John pelted the ground with such force that visibility was nil, and the murky midday darkness and howling wind gave an eerie vibe to an already terrifying situation. Pushing a mattress over the only window in her bathroom, Silva, an environmental educator on the island, sat down to wait.

Leslie Henderson, the Coral Reef Initiative Coordinator for the U.S. Virgin Islands Department of Planning and Natural Resources, looked outside her home in St. Thomas after the eye of the hurricane had passed and was astounded by what she saw:

“The patio was entirely gone; including the grill, washer, and dryer I had tied to the house before the storm. The telephone pole had snapped in half and was lying across the driveway. The cars parked in the yard had been turned, moved, and mine had been smashed. But what I remember most about that first glimpse was looking up at what remained of the trees. They were completely and utterly bare against a pale gray sky. It seemed more like winter in New England than the tropical paradise I call home.”

Less than two weeks later, Clayton Pollock, a biologist with the Christiansted, Salt River Bay, and Buck Island national park sites, took shelter in his bathroom with his girlfriend and visiting researchers as Hurricane Maria pounded the island in the middle of the night. As the winds picked up, Pollock began to wonder if his roof would rip off. “All the shutters were shaking,” he recalled “You could hear stuff getting torn down, all the limbs and stuff cracking and breaking and getting blown up against the house.”

As the people on the Virgin Islands took cover from back-to-back Category Five hurricanes in September, the natural and archaeological resources on the islands took the full brunt of the extreme conditions. When residents emerged from their homes as the storms spun on, they faced denuded limbs, mango and avocado trees snapped in half, power lines down, and the entire U.S. territory out of power. When the storms had finally passed, National Park Service crews chainsawed their way back into the islands’ national parks.

The Hurricanes

Hurricane Irma smashed records. An official hurricane from August 31 all the way through September 11, Irma barreled into the Virgin Islands on September 6 before hitting Southwest Florida on the 10. In all, 5.6 million people evacuated from the toe of the state. Additionally, the hurricane maintained Category 5 status for a full three days, and was “the strongest hurricane ever observed in the open Atlantic Ocean.” Irma had winds at 185 mph or above for more than 35 hours, so high that the change in pressure alone broke windows and caused searing migraines for those who could not flee. A gust of 113 mph whipped across St. Thomas itself before the weather station was damaged and recording stopped.

Whatever Hurricane Irma spared, Hurricane Maria swamped. This storm strengthened from a Category 1 to a Category 5 hurricane in just one day, on September 18, “thanks to a combination of low wind shear, a moist atmosphere, and warm ocean temperatures.” By September 19, winds were roaring above 175 mph and pressure had dropped even lower than that of Hurricane Irma. On St. Croix, a gust of 137 was recorded, while sustained winds whistled to 106 mph.

In the past, local island parks could help others during extreme events. Now, they all faced destruction.

Virgin Islands National Park Recovery 

Recovery of both human and natural environments began almost immediately. “The initial days and weeks were filled with search and rescue, establishing communications, clearing roads, distributing food and water, and making homes livable for those with extensive damage,” Henderson explained.

The National Park Service has multiple incident management teams from around the United States on standby for such disaster situations. From presidential visits to floods to devastating storms, they are the first boots on the ground to help local staff, training together throughout the year before their various deployments. On September 18, the Eastern Incident Management team flew to Puerto Rico to pre-position themselves before Hurricane Maria hit. On September 30, they arrived on St. John, staying through October 15 before being replaced by the Western Team. Relieved by staff members from multiple teams on November 1, this collective worked until relief from the Intermountain group on November 26.

For now, the teams work out of the visitor center. Roof damage that allowed some water into the building has been repaired, as have the torn-off shutters and two large wooden doors that allowed water to seep into the entry space. While the exhibit rooms are in good condition, upstairs offices still need water damage maintenance.
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Park Service crews from across the United States headed to the Caribbean national parks to help cleanup after Hurricanes Irma and Maria / NPS




Terrestrial Ecosystems

“When they first showed up here, you couldn’t even get to those beaches because of the downed trees and the debris,” said Murray Shoemaker, who normally is based at Grand Canyon National Park but was called in to help the management team with communications, referring to the condition in Trunk Bay and elsewhere in the park after the storms. “They literally had to cut their way through the debris.”

Once stacked, the debris was trucked out to the St. John transfer station en route to St. Thomas to join the one million cubic yards of other debris collected from USVI. The Army Corps of Engineers remained on the ground into December to manage debris disposal.

Leaves of the sea grape, flamboyant, tamarind, bay rum, kapok, genip, frangipani, and more had all been blown away, leaving the landscape with a generally brown hue from the newly exposed limbs and ground, a sharp contrast to the pre-storm emerald hues that colored the park. Even the regular plastic bags and bottles that sometimes settled in the coastal forest had been blown away from the hill slopes, taking up new residence in the surrounding water or other parts of the island.

While the visual impact of the loss of leaves is stark, the species that flourish here were naturally selected to withstand storms. Edmund Tanner, a ecologist at the University of Cambridge, told NASA that “native vegetation on these islands has been through hundreds of hurricanes since the last major change of climate (10,000 years ago, the end of the most recent ice age) and have been naturally selected to lose leaves and small branches and re-sprout.” Because most of the rain that fell on forests here was fresh, salt spray did not become a major factor. He predicts full leaf recovery in about six months.

One of the island’s most famous trees — the Rain Tree found at the Cinnamon Bay Campground — provides a perfect example. More than 200 years old, the Rain Tree is thought to be the oldest on St. John. Reaching more than 70 feet into the sky, the tree withstood these hurricanes and many others in its long history; barely a month after Irma blew through, it was sprouting new leaves.

However, coastal areas that were over-washed by waves will take longer to recover: “Salt water from storm surge may have killed trees whose roots were inundated by it. Those trees will take much longer to recover because the soil will need to be desalinated naturally by rain, and seeds will have to germinate and grow,” Tanner noted.

In mid-November, Henderson took the ferry from her home on St. Thomas to St. John to meet with the crews working to restore Virgin Islands National Park. Sun brightened a completely blue sky, while a breeze kept the busy staff more comfortable during their long work hours. Though debris still remained everywhere, the briny smell of the ocean and loamy smell from the forests was pervasive. She spotted the infamous St. John donkeys, originally brought to the island in the 16th century to work the plantations and now roaming freely. Iguanas scuttled by cleared areas, and the canopy once again sang with calls from Pearly-eyed Thrashers, St. Thomas Conures, Bananaquits, and other native bird species.

The management team she met had come from all over the United States to aid in recovery, bringing young and rugged staff from a variety of national parks to help. They arrived on Halloween to begin their work, and on this day were eating lunch on wooden picnic tables with a gorgeous view of Trunk Bay in the background when Henderson caught up with them. None had been to St. John before, the post-hurricane aftermath their first and only impression of the Virgin Islands.

“Definitely a lot of progress has been made in the last two weeks,” Ross Garlapow of Sequoia and Kings Canyon national parks explained as he ate. A biologist, he wore the same worn T-shirt and dark green pants as the rest of the team. “We’ve worked on the north shore all the way around to the south shore.”

They’ve seen a lot of progress, as downed power lines and poles have been cleared away, ready for the replacements that would restore electricity to the island. He added that there were still a lot of areas that haven’t been touched, looking to all the world like the storm had come in only yesterday. As the days passed, the workers saw Cruz Bay slowly fill with people once more, as homeowners returned to check on, and cleanup, their property.

Another team member says, “I’d say when we first got here the whole hillside was brown,” leaves stripped from the remaining trees by the fierce winds of the hurricane. “From a natural resources standpoint, the land  slowly restoring itself, little by little.”

“In general I think that the terrestrial ecosystem is very resilient. It is adaptive to these kind of storms that come through,” Garlapow said. “I think there’s going to be a full recovery of all the vegetation, even though it all looks decimated right now.

The crew finished lunch, ready to continue the hot, sweaty, exhausting work of clearing debris from the beaches, trails, and park in general, moving everything they could to the road for collection. On the terrestrial side, the work of this and other teams has clearly paid off. The sand is clear now, shining bright white in the sunlight. While some palm trees are nothing but trunks, the wisps of new green leaves and fronds on others give hope to Henderson and the other National Park Service staff.

The glimmering “sugar sand” beaches have remained a top priority for the incident management teams here. Without the beaches, the tourists and cruise ships wouldn’t return.

“Visitors are such a vital part of the economy for the island,” Shoemaker explained. Of the approximately 2.7 million visitors who travel to the Virgin Islands every year, 2 million are cruise ship passengers. Total spending stemming from the five parks alone generates $70 million, a critical influx for a region with a permanent population of 106,000. The national parks account for more than 500,000 visitors and 900 local jobs.

Through early December, four beaches were re-opened. To complete re-openings, roads at Maho Beach need work to fix areas where the throughway is undercut; additionally, North Shore Road at Hawksnest Beach has one patch of severe undercutting. Many unpaved, coastal access roads are simply gone.

Additionally, an archaeological team has spent weeks documenting damage to the historic and cultural structures on St. John. By Thanksgiving, the team had used a combination of site visits and drone flyovers to look at 75 percent of the park’s 640 documented archaeological sites, and 94 percent of its 227 historic structures. Damage ranges from collapsed walls to a tangle of fallen and new growth vegetation that makes accessing these resources virtually impossible. Annaberg Plantation, one of the most popular historic sites on the island, contains ruins from an 18th century sugar factory. Still closed to the public, the hurricane collapsed one structure’s wall and cracked another.

When staff couldn’t reach archaeological locations, drones provided a bird’s eye view. In one video, the drone hovers over Hassel Island sites. Shipley’s Battery, dating to the 1770s, has already sustained new growth along the flat top, its stonewalls suffering minimal damage. In contrast, multiple trees have fallen near and on top of the British Officers’ Quarters, built in 1801. The limekiln from the late 1800s remains intact, even with multiple derelict boats washed up mere yards away.

Luckily, storm preparation had included moving all of the park’s archaeological collections into a safe, dry area, and one of the current priorities is to work with a curatorial team to move the collection back into a museum space.

Marine Systems

The National Park Service has completed initial reef assessments, looking both for human and natural debris that may need to be removed, but also just as a visual reading of how the reefs fared during both hurricanes.

Thomas Kelly, the park’s natural resources manager, was on the snorkel and dive team. A long-time St. Johnian sporting a salt-and-pepper mustache, he spoke quietly but firmly in recounting what he saw.

“I can say that the nearshore down to say, 20-25 feet … looks surprisingly good considering the kind of wave action [they experienced].”

For these fringe reefs in the nearshore, soft coral damage is more common. Sponges and soft corals piled up underwater, but also washed up on the beach in “unbelievable amounts.” Though these will have to regrow, for all but the experts the shallow reefs will look relatively unchanged from their appearance before the storms.

A week after her initial visit, Henderson snorkeled at Hawksnest Bay to see the coral for herself. While she was pleased to see much of the reef was alive and well, she documented pieces of elkhorn coral, an endangered species, scattered across the sea floor. While some of these pieces may reattach, many others will die. Tree branches broken off from St. John’s hillsides had sunk here, damaging the coral tissue. Still, she also witnessed elkhorn coral flipped over from previous storms or large swells. Not only had this coral reattached itself in the years since the disturbance, its new growth had survived both Irma and Maria.

In the deeper waters, however, Kelly said “there’s a tremendous amount of sedimentation as well as vegetative material that is at least as deep as 60 feet … which is a real concern because it is expensive to remove.” This sedimentation is blocking out the sun, impacting the photosynthetic processes the coral need to survive.

The storms hit certain areas of the park differently than the others. On the north side, an algae called dictyota (which looks like underwater lettuce) has been scoured out, gone from the 10-15 foot depths, showcasing the power of the underwater currents. However, on the southeast side, they remain. Dictyota and other macroalgae “compete with corals for light and space” Henderson explained. “However, it is likely the dictyota will recolonize and grow back quickly while it will take the corals much longer to recover, so it’s not as if a threat has been permanently removed by the storm.”

Additionally, an urchin species known as black long-spined sea urchins remains in pockets around the park, a strong indicator of reef health. Kelly expressed surprise that their spines weren’t snapped or that the lightweight sea creatures weren’t tossed out through the storm.
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Teamwork has turned up in every corner of Virgin Islands National Park since the recovery effort began / Leslie Henderson




People

In addition to working to clear the debris from natural ecosystems and archaeological sites, the park staff was able to aid the local people. J.D. Swed was also eating lunch at the picnic tables when Henderson visited the park. A former chief ranger at Sequoia and Kings Canyon, he had been working on St. John for weeks. From the beginning, he said, a covered area at the visitor center became a public meeting location. When Hurricane Irma first hit, nonprofit organizations, FEMA, the Army Corps of Engineers, park staff, and citizens met every single day to exchange information and identify recovery priorities (the meetings now occur weekly). Public meetings at the visitor center allowed people access to information — especially when cellphones were down — as well as extra supplies like MREs (military-style Meals Ready to Eat) and gasoline for generators.

When park staff isn’t working on site, they deal with the ramifications of the storm on their own property. From palm trees in living rooms to roofs lying in backyards and debris blocking driveways, recovery is an all-day, all-week effort. Though power has been restored to part of Cruz Bay, through late November only about 40 percent of the U.S. Virgin Islands had power. Still, stores and restaurants have reopened. Across the island to the east, Coral Bay has been slower to recover, and residents have described the damage looking like it was tornado-induced. Public dumpsters across the island are overflowing.

Employees live both within and outside the park, and “one of our main missions was to get [to] the park housing for employees,” Shoemaker recounted during a phone call. Some housing had been completely destroyed, others would need to be demolished, and still others would need repairs before becoming habitable again.

Using a drone, Shoemaker’s team inspected the staff houses within the park from above. Sections of roofs are completely gone, walls fallen into the yards below to reveal ruined bedding, furniture, and appliances. Doors and windows are open even in the best situations, flooding the insides of the structures. Moving forward, rehabilitating these facilities and reconnecting to commercial power remain focal points for incoming teams.

Of the approximately 50 staff members who were at the park before the storm, 35 are still on-island (others have permanent or temporary transfers to other parks off-island). Many depend on the park facilities that remain for clean drinking water and other services.

“I’ve responded … to almost every major hurricane since Hurricane Andrew (in 1992) for the National Park Service, and this is the most devastation,” Swed said. “Everything was brown here when I got here, not a single leaf. And roofs and flooding and telephone poles and all that. I mean, Katrina was bad and Isabelle was bad and all these other ones that I responded to, but this was the worst.”

As Swed continued, his low, gravelly voice wavers just a little, emotion showing in his face. “When it rains here I cry,” he said. “I know there’s people who have to get up when it rains and mop out their house or bucket their house out, or get the kids out of bed to move them under where the blue tarp’s not leaking. And then they come to work.”

While work on the terrestrial side continues, Shoemaker’s colleagues have begun to tackle the derelict vessels. Ninety have washed up on shore within the park boundaries. The lucky ones are still floating, but many are partially or entirely submerged within the blue waters of the shallows, while others are marooned ashore where the waves tossed them during the storms. Boat owners have been arriving at the park visitor center to make a plan for removal, but until then, many of the boats have damaged coral reefs, or are leaking fuel and chemicals. In Princess Bay, currents have created a literal pileup of different sized boats, overlapping in a bend of trees. While they wait for the boat removals to commence, diving teams work to replace buoy mooring systems.

Looking ahead, the current and future incident management teams have a lot on their to-do list. Debris management has moved from the tangled branches, roots, and trunks of trees and other woody vegetation to concrete and other large items. As of Thanksgiving, reverse osmosis water plants and treatment facilities were still not online, nor was electricity available for much of the island.

Both Swed and Shoemaker have been impressed and touched not only by the resiliency of the ecosystems, but of the staff and locals as well. Reflecting on his past experiences with hurricane recovery, Swed said, “the people [here] are more resilient in every way, they have great attitudes, they are super friendly, and that’s why I’m still here.”

Shoemaker agreed: “I’ve been so incredibly impressed with the resiliency of the people here, both the park staff and the people of St. John in general. They’ve lost so much, but they always say, ‘I’m doing okay, and it’s getting better every day.’”

Henderson is one of those positive people: “Now, while things are far from back to normal, we can see the first glimpses of normalcy. National park dive teams are back in the water, repairing moorings and conducting surveys to determine the extent of reef damage. Hiking trails are being cleared, historical ruins stabilized, and beach access is improving every day. There’s still so much to do, but the progress has been incredible.”

During her visit, she wiggled toes in the white sand of Trunk Bay as she gazed across the water. “I count my blessings that I was lucky enough to survive this crazy hurricane season and remain in the Virgin Islands to witness the resilience of the ecosystems and communities that live here,” she said. “Much like the trees around us, we may be going through some growing pains right now, but our roots and determination are even stronger as we cling to our rock city in the sun.”

St. Croix National Park Recovery

On St. Croix, law enforcement have completed initial assessments of both the Christiansted Historic Site and the Salt River Bay National Historical Park and Ecological Preserve. While Christiansted suffered minor damage and has already reopened, “our visitor center out there at Salt River was severely impacted,” Pollock said. “Some of that roof peeled off and toppled into one of the other buildings.”

Additionally, because the bay is used as a hurricane mooring site for boats, the number of derelict vessels rose from 22 before Hurricane Maria to an additional 30 or more after Hurricane Maria. Currently underway is a “huge initiative by the territory and the park as well as the Coast Guard to remove those vessels,” continued Pollock, “They’ve got a barge down there, and they’re just trying to float as many boats as they can, and get them out of there.”

If the boats won’t float, they are loaded onto the barges to be removed for storage.
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St. John’s residents have exhibited great resiliency themselves in moving beyond the wrath of the hurricanes / NPS




Buck Island Reef National Monument

Because Buck Island Reef National Monument can only be reached by water, it took more than a week for staff to get to the island to make initial assessments. When Pollock and his colleagues finally reached Buck Island, they felt a mix of sadness and reassurance.

“I was a bit relieved to see the island in the shape that it was in,” Pollock explained. “I imagined that it was actually going to be a lot worse, and we did lose a lot of vegetation.”

Additonally, he went on, “(I)t was just brown. it was kind of sad to see it like that. Usually Buck Island is this nice green island, with beautiful sand beaches and what not. And while the beaches actually showed some accretion … it really did not look the same, it looked battered.”

Still, many of the terrestrially monitored species had done quite well through the storm. The critically endangered St. Croix Ground Lizard populations remained stable, even expanding, while a small rookery of Brown pelicans and Magnificent frigatebirds had begun nesting again. Even sea turtles returned to the beach to nest.

“We do have erosion issues at Buck Island, and beach narrowing, which was why we were kind of excited to see more sand,” said Pollock. “But our transition from the high-water mark to our beach forest is increasingly narrow, so if there are a bunch of downed trees and what not. They sort of blockade accessibility for our sea turtles to come out and nest, and Buck Island is a critical nesting habitat for the critically endangered Hawksbill sea turtle in particular.”

In addition, Loggerhead, Leatherback, and Green sea turtles also nest on this national monument.

“Sea turtles are incredibly resilient,” Pollock explained. “They are essentially dinosaurs, they’ve been around for 65 million years, and it’s probably going to take more than one storm to keep them from nesting.”

Still, many Buck Island nests were completely inundated by the storm surge or otherwise destroyed. Because sea turtles take more than two decades to reach maturity, it may be a long time until the full ramifications of the effects of Hurricane Irma and Maria on the local sea turtle populations are documented.
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Buck Island Reef National Monument is recovering rapidly from the hurricanes, with sea turtles returning to nest / NPS file photo




More days passed before the team could dive to assess the storms’ impact on seagrass meadows and coral reefs, which are home to such species as the critically endangered elkhorn and staghorn corals.

“It was kind of heartbreaking in a way,” Pollock said. “Particularly on the south coral reef, where we had these large, fairly dense stands of elkhorn coral. And they were just reduced to stumps.

Still, he noted that coral need some kind of natural disturbance because they reproduce asexually, and some of the elkhorn pieces could re-cement themselves into the reef and start a new colony. Even with that knowledge, however, he still said “it was devastating to see how barren it looked compared to before the storms.”

Moving forward, teams hope to begin the process of re-attaching coral pieces and working to restore the reefs as close to pre-storm status as possible.

The seagrass beds fared better. With the exception of a few blowouts – where current or storm surges had torn out the grasses completely, leaving bare sand – the meadows looked healthy. Still, Pollock and his team worry about the blowouts. Unfortunately, the invasive plant Halophila stipulacea grows within the park, and thrives by outcompeting native grasses when disturbance occurs. Researchers are closely monitoring the beds to see if the abundance of the invasive increases, while watching experiments on St. John to see if removal of the invasive is even feasible.

Looking Ahead

Across the national parks, trees from the famous Rain Tree to the beach-dwelling sea grapes and the incredible crimson blossoms of the flamboyant trees of the bean family have become metaphors for recovery of the Virgin Islands.

“Certainly the vegetation is kind of the biggest descriptor of a visual thing of how the island is moving back towards normalcy,” Swed said. “[The trees] aren’t quite right but they are living and they are okay, and that’s kind of how the islanders are.”

Natural resource assessments, archaeological monitoring, and rebuilding all continue, the people making the best of their situation and working together to make communities whole again. So far, more than $11 million has been spent on Virgin Islands debris removal alo














			  Communities of Action for SDG 14 – “Life Under Water”

          

        UN Launches SDG 14 Communities of Action

STORY HIGHLIGHTS


	To follow-up on outcomes from its World Ocean Conference*, held in June 2017, the UN has launched nine thematic, multi-stakeholder “Communities of Ocean Action”.
	The communities are meant to generate new voluntary commitments and support collaboration across the many stakeholders implementing the Sustainable Development Goal on oceans (Sustainable Development Goal #14 – SDG 14 – “life below water”).


30 November 2017: To follow-up on outcomes from its World Ocean Conference, held in June 2017, the UN has launched nine thematic multi-stakeholder “Communities of Ocean Action.” The communities are meant to generate new voluntary commitments and support collaboration across the many stakeholders implementing the Sustainable Development Goal on the ocean (SDG 14 on life below water).




 

By its conclusion in June 2017, the UN Ocean Conference generated over 1,400 voluntary commitments towards sustainable use and conservation of the ocean. The commitments address the range of targets listed under SDG 14, reinforcing the ‘Our Ocean, Our Future: Call for Action,’ the major outcome document from the Conference.

The UN launched the Communities of Ocean Action from 27-30 November, through a series of webinars. They address: mangroves; coral reefs; marine and coastal ecosystems management; sustainable fisheries; marine pollution; sustainable blue economy; scientific knowledge, research capacity and transfer of marine technology; and implementation of international law as reflected in the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.

The Communities are open to stakeholders that have registered voluntary commitments. They will each be guided by two focal points who will work in coordination with the UN Secretary-General’s Special Envoy for the Ocean, and the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA). [UN Ocean Press Release] [SDG Knowledge Hub on Ocean Conference Outcomes] [Communities of Ocean Action:

	Mangroves;
	Coral reefs;
	Ocean acidification;
	Marine and coastal ecosystems management;
	Sustainable fisheries;
	Marine pollution;
	Sustainable blue economy;
	Scientific knowledge, research capacity development and transfer of marine technology;
	Implementation of international law as reflected in United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea]




RELATED EVENTS

	High-Level UN Conference to Support the Implementation of SDG 14 (UN Ocean Conference)


– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

*Information about the Caribbean participation in this conference may be gleaned from this video interview with Juan Miguel Diez, Director of the UN Information Centre (UNIC) for the Caribbean Area. based in Trinidad-Tobago. Otherwise I know nothing — most especially and essentially, I have no idea who were the individual country representatives for this vital meeting for future development of small islands.

EXCEPT, click HERE for Earth Negotiations Bulletin (ENB) Volume 32 Number 33 | Monday, 12 June 2017, Summary of the Ocean Conference, including an insightful analysis of what it might mean, at the end.

			  A Caribbean Environmental Treaty with Teeth

          

        from the regional news aggregator CaribbeanNewsNow:


[See Pottersweal.com for an acerbic, if marginally coherent, comment on this important initiative.]
Latin America and Caribbean urgently need strong, legally binding treaty on environmental rights, say UN experts

November 28, 2017
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GENEVA, Switzerland — UN rights experts have urged governments in Latin America and the Caribbean to adopt a strong agreement on environmental rights, including rights to information, participation and access to justice

“It is now crucial for governments in the region to act in solidarity and to accept legally binding rules to protect both human rights and the environment,” the experts said.

The appeal comes as Latin American and Caribbean states meet in the Chilean capital, Santiago, for their eighth round of negotiations under the auspices of the UN Economic Commission on Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC).

The negotiations are seeking to implement Principle 10 of the 1992 Rio Declaration, in which states all around the world committed to promote access to information on the environment, to foster participation in decision-making processes affecting it, and to provide access to justice in environmental matters.

“I commend the efforts by states during the past years of negotiations. They have come a long way and made a lot of progress. But time is pressing. They should finish their work by concluding a strong, legally-binding treaty for the region,” stressed one of the experts, the UN special rapporteur on human rights and the environment, John Knox.

A majority of states in the region have already signed a declaration affirming their commitment to achieving a binding law promoting the full application of Principle 10.

“The adoption of the proposed new environmental treaty would be an important milestone for the region. It would be a tangible expression of solidarity and realization of States’ commitment to human rights and to environmental protection,” the experts said.

“We would welcome if the agreement would clarify that states should incorporate in environmental impact assessments not only potential health impacts on people, but as well other social impacts, including impacts on the rights to food, work, housing, safe drinking water and sanitation,” the experts stressed.

“I hope the treaty will strengthen the right to information, participation and access to justice in relation to large energy, infrastructure and extractive industry projects in the region funded by private, bilateral or multilateral financial institutions,” added Juan Pablo Bohoslavsky, independent expert on foreign debt and human rights.

The agreement is particularly important, the experts noted, because the region is one of the most dangerous in the world for environmental human rights defenders. In 2016 alone, more than 100 environmental defenders were killed in the region.

“To protect the environment, we must protect the human rights of people who work to defend the environment,” Knox emphasized. “This agreement would be a leap forward in that crucial effort.”



			  Good Discussion of the Economic Value of Coral Reefs

          

        from the Washington Post, 26 June 2017:





Energy and Environment



The Great Barrier Reef is literally a treasure. It’s worth $42 billion.







By Chelsea Harvey June 26 at 1:17 PM
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A tourist snorkels above coral in the lagoon located on Lady Elliot Island on the Great Barrier Reef, northeast of Bundaberg in Queensland, Australia. (David Gray/Reuters)

Some might argue that Australia’s beloved Great Barrier Reef is a priceless natural wonder, but economists have just placed a number on its monetary value. Accounting for factors like the reef’s contribution to tourism and fishing and even the amount that people value it simply for existing, they’ve estimated that its worth is a total of $42.4 billion in a new report, commissioned by the Great Barrier Reef Foundation and prepared by Deloitte Access Economics.

But other experts suggest that calculating a total value for a natural resource like the Great Barrier Reef may not provide the most useful information about its condition or what kinds of measures we should be taking to protect it.

“I think you’d be hard-pressed to find anyone in the world who’d say the world would be better off without the Great Barrier Reef,” said Eli Fenichel, an expert in the valuation of natural resources at Yale University, who was not involved with the report. “The important policy question is how much do we invest in it, and the answer to that is, well, how much do we improve the Great Barrier Reef with those investments, or what is the trajectory for value with the Great Barrier Reef and do we do something to change that?”



The report released Sunday aims to calculate the reef’s value as an asset to the nation of Australia, a project the authors say is more important now than ever. After suffering two straight years of unusually warm water temperatures and intense coral bleaching — which has caused widespread coral death on certain parts of the reef and bleaching along at least 900 miles of the 1,400-mile reef — scientists are increasingly concerned about the reef’s future.

[‘An enormous loss’: 900 miles of the Great Barrier Reef have bleached severely since 2016] 

“There has never been a more critical time to understand precisely what the reef contributes and, therefore, what we stand to lose without it,” the report states.

The authors incorporated data pulled from a number of previous Australian studies on tourism, recreation, fisheries and reef management activities, as well as new surveys that question the public’s feelings about the reef’s importance and their willingness to protect it. Altogether, the report concludes that the Great Barrier Reef added a total of $4.8 billion, or 6.4 billion Australian dollars, to the Australian economy between 2015 and 2016, mainly through the tourism industry.

And the report suggests that the reef’s total asset value comes to A$56 billion ($42.4 billion). Of that value, $22 billion comes from tourism and $2.4 billion comes from recreation. The other $18 billion sums up the reef’s worth to people who don’t actively visit it, but still value its existence in the world — this number can be thought of as the amount Australians would be willing to pay to prevent its destruction.

While 2.3 million Australians visit the Great Barrier Reef each year as tourists, “clearly the other 22 million place a value on the Reef too,” said lead report author John O’Mahony, an economist and partner with Deloitte Access Economics, in an email to The Washington Post.

The $42.4 billion estimate covers the reef’s asset value through the next 33 years — a time period that spans from now through the end of the Australian government’s Reef 2050 Long-Term Sustainability Plan, a framework for managing and protecting the reef through the year 2050.

The $42.4 billion value is worth more than 12 Sydney Opera Houses. However, Fenichel expressed concern about some of the factors included in this number, and whether they directly reflect the value of the reef. Certain jobs that benefit from the tourism industry, such as those related to hospitality or food service, could still potentially move and exist in other locations, even if the reef completely disappeared, he suggested.

“You could ask what part of Australia’s GDP touches the reef, and I kind of think that’s what they did in their numbers,” he said. “What part of GDP is directly attributable to the reef — I think that’s a little murkier.”

And Fenichel added that looking at natural resources in terms of their total asset values may be less useful than determining how their value is changing over time — a measurement that could help policymakers better understand whether their investments in conservation will actually make a substantial difference.

“The total value doesn’t really tell us much about if you change the management [of a resource], what’s the return on that,” Fenichel told The Washington Post. If the value of the Great Barrier Reef has been decreasing in recent years, for instance, this might suggest that an improvement in management is needed, and investing in more stringent conservation strategies could have a high return on investment.

The new report, rather, seems to simply suggest that the reef has a high total value at the moment, and therefore there’s a lot at stake if it were to be seriously damaged or destroyed.

“Obviously the intention of the study is not to commodify the environment or imply it’s for sale, but to raise awareness about its value,” O’Mahony said.

The authors also point out in the report that it’s “clear how inadequate financial measures are for something as important to the planet as the GBR.” They note that the value of the reef’s biodiversity — as well as its sheer natural wonder — are not factored into this report, and add that “if quantified, they would show it is worth much more than what is reported here.”






In other words, even total asset value estimates are relative depending on the data that are included and they way they’re analyzed. And according to Fenichel, some of the report’s finer details may actually be more noteworthy than the final values it comes up with.







The surveys on the reef’s importance to people around the world and their willingness to pay to protect it, for instance, contained some interesting insights, he suggested. More than half of all Australians — and nearly three-quarters of respondents in other countries — said they’d be willing to pay some amount weekly (ranging from 44 Australian cents to more than A$15 (33 cents to $11 in U.S. currency) to ensure that the Great Barrier Reef is protected.

While the Great Barrier Reef has suffered some devastating losses in the past two years, it’s by no means necessarily doomed. That said, its future is of definite concern to scientists, as there are many factors that may continue to threaten the reef in its weakened state — pollution, too much human contact and the growing influence of climate change are just a few.

With many challenges still looming over the reef, the new report underscores the fact that it does make many significant contributions to both the economy and culture of Australia — even if its exact monetary value, and how it’s changing over time, comes with some uncertainty.

“I think some of the valuation in these reports should be less front and center an overall story of why the reef is important to Australia or the world,” Fenichel suggested. “There’s a lot of that in this report, and I would hate for anyone to miss some of that because they were skeptical or didn’t find the headline valuation that interesting or useful.”











Comments — [Interesting that there are few comments a day after this article was posted — use the link at the top of the page to see current comments. ]
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<http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21722647-ocean-sustains-humanity-humanity-treats-it-contempt-how-improve-health>

Deep trouble

How to improve the health of the ocean

The ocean sustains humanity. Humanity treats it with contempt
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May 27th 2017



EARTH is poorly named. The ocean covers almost three-quarters of the planet. It is divided into five basins: the Pacific, the Atlantic, the Indian, the Arctic and the Southern oceans. Were all the planet’s water placed over the United States, it would form a column of liquid 132km tall. The ocean provides 3bn people with almost a fifth of their protein (making fish a bigger source of the stuff than beef). Fishing and aquaculture assure the livelihoods of one in ten of the world’s people. Climate and weather systems depend on the temperature patterns of the ocean and its interactions with the atmosphere. If anything ought to be too big to fail, it is the ocean.






Humans have long assumed that the ocean’s size allowed them to put anything they wanted into it and to take anything they wanted out. Changing temperatures and chemistry, overfishing and pollution have stressed its ecosystems for decades. The ocean stores more than nine-tenths of the heat trapped on Earth by greenhouse-gas emissions. Coral reefs are suffering as a result; scientists expect almost all corals to be gone by 2050.



By the middle of the century the ocean could contain more plastic than fish by weight. Ground down into tiny pieces, it is eaten by fish and then by people, with uncertain effects on human health. Appetite for fish grows nevertheless: almost 90% of stocks are fished either at or beyond their sustainable limits (see Briefing). The ocean nurtures humanity. Humanity treats it with contempt.





Depths plumbed

Such self-destructive behaviour demands explanation. Three reasons for it stand out. One is geography. The bulk of the ocean is beyond the horizon and below the waterline. The damage being done to its health is visible in a few liminal places—the Great Barrier Reef, say, or the oyster farms of Washington state. But for the most part, the sea is out of sight and out of mind. It is telling that there is only a single fleeting reference to the ocean in the Paris agreement on climate change.

A second problem is governance. The ocean is subject to a patchwork of laws and agreements. Enforcement is hard and incentives are often misaligned. Waters outside national jurisdictions—the high seas—are a global commons. Without defined property rights or a community invested in their upkeep, the interests of individual actors in exploiting such areas win out over the collective interest in husbanding them. Fish are particularly tricky because they move. Why observe quotas if you think your neighbour can haul in catches with impunity?

Third, the ocean is a victim of other, bigger processes. The emission of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere is changing the marine environment along with the rest of the planet. The ocean has warmed by 0.7°C since the 19th century, damaging corals and encouraging organisms to migrate towards the poles in search of cooler waters. Greater concentrations of carbon dioxide in the water are making it more acidic. That tends to harm creatures such as crabs and oysters, whose calcium carbonate shells suffer as marine chemistry alters.

Some of these problems are easier to deal with than others. “Ocean blindness” can be cured by access to information. And indeed, improvements in computing power, satellite imaging and drones are bringing the ocean into better view than ever before. Work is under way to map the sea floor in detail using sonar technology. On the surface, aquatic drones can get to remote, stormy places at a far smaller cost than manned vessels. From above, ocean-colour radiometry is improving understanding of how phytoplankton, simple organisms that support marine food chains, move and thrive. Tiny satellites, weighing 1-10kg, are enhancing scrutiny of fishing vessels.

Transparency can also mitigate the second difficulty, of ocean governance. More scientific data ought to improve the oversight of nascent industries. As sea-floor soundings proliferate, the supervision of deep-sea mining, which is overseen by the International Seabed Authority in areas beyond national jurisdiction, should get better. More data and analysis also make it easier to police existing agreements. Satellite monitoring can provide clues to illegal fishing activity: craft that switch off their tracking devices when they approach a marine protected area excite suspicion, for example. Such data make it easier to enforce codes like the Port State Measures Agreement, which requires foreign vessels to submit to inspections at any port of call and requires port states to share information on any suspected wrongdoing they find.

Clearer information may also help align incentives and allow private capital to reward good behaviour. Insurance firms, for instance, have an incentive to ask for more data on fishing vessels; if ships switch off their tracking systems, the chances of collisions rise, and so do premiums. Greater traceability gives consumers who are concerned about fish a way to press seafood firms into behaving responsibly.

Sunk costs

Thanks to technology, the ocean’s expanse and remoteness are becoming less formidable—and less of an excuse for inaction. A UN meeting on the ocean next month in New York is a sign that policymakers are paying more attention to the state of the marine realm. But superior information does not solve the fundamental problem of allocating and enforcing property rights and responsibilities for the high seas. And the effectiveness of incentives to take care of the ocean varies. Commercial pay-offs from giving fish stocks time to recover, for example, are large and well-documented; but the rewards that accrue from removing plastic from the high seas are unclear.

Above all, better measurement of global warming’s effect on the ocean does not make a solution any easier. The Paris agreement is the single best hope for protecting the ocean and its resources. But America is not strongly committed to the deal; it may even pull out. And the limits agreed on in Paris will not prevent sea levels from rising and corals from bleaching. Indeed, unless they are drastically strengthened, both problems risk getting much worse. Mankind is increasingly able to see the damage it is doing to the ocean. Whether it can stop it is another question.

[This article appeared in the Leaders section of the print edition under the headline “Deep trouble”]





The Briefing: All the Fish in the Sea

Improving the ocean

Getting serious about overfishing

The ocean face dire threats. Better regulated fisheries would help





May 27th 2017|            PLYMOUTH






EVEN the names at Sutton Harbour give it away. While the pleasure boats, including Windfall and Felicity, gleam in the sunshine, the light warms rust on the decks of craft such as Pisces. The fishing industry is struggling to stay afloat in Plymouth, a port in Devon. Locals grumble about regulation, fuel costs and the dearth of crew. Revenues are stagnant and the facilities ageing. But if times are tough for the fishers, they may be tougher for the fish.

The world currently consumes more fish per person than ever before—about 20 kilos a year. But almost all the recent gains in production have been down to farmed fish. Aquaculture has grown remarkably in the past decades, especially in China; in 2014 it accounted for half of all the fish people ate. But that does not mean that the pressure on the open seas has eased.

[image: ]


In 2013, the most recent year for which full data are available, 32% of the world’s fish stocks were being exploited beyond their sustainable limit, up from 10% in the 1970s, according to the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation. The amount of fish caught at sea has been pretty much flat for the past three decades, but the share of the world’s fish stocks that are being plundered unsustainably has continued to increase (see chart 1).

Overfishing is not the only problem. Pollution, notably fertiliser run-off, damages a lot of marine ecosystems. There are estimated to be 5trn bits of plastic in the ocean, with over 8m tonnes of the stuff added every year. By the middle of the century the sea could contain more plastic than fish by weight, according to research done for the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.

Not all the harm comes directly from the land; some comes via the sky. Carbon dioxide accumulating in the atmosphere has so far raised the world’s average sea-surface temperature by about 0.7ºC. This has effects at depth; when seas warm up they become more stratified, making it harder for nutrients in the waters below to rise to where they are most needed by fish and plankton. Given this, it might seem fortunate that the ocean absorbs a fair bit of that carbon dioxide, thus reducing the warming. But doing so changes the ocean’s chemistry, making it more acidic. This is a particular problem for creatures with calcium-carbonate shells—which includes not just crabs and oysters but quite a lot of larvae, too. Acidification makes carbonates more likely to dissolve.

It is hard to grasp the scale of such planetary changes, and impossible to say how much damage they will do. That is the way of things with the ocean; it is vast and human horizons are close. That something so immense could be put at risk just by people leading their daily lives seems inconceivable. But as with the atmosphere and the surface of the continents—where humans now move more sediments than the natural processes of erosion—the fact that something is vast does not mean humans cannot have profound impacts on it.

For the sake of the hundreds of millions of people who depend on the ocean for livelihoods or sustenance, as well as for the sake of the ocean itself, these human impacts need to be reined in. There are signs that, where fishing is concerned, this may be coming about, not least because monitoring what goes on over the horizon is becoming ever easier. But there is a great deal left to do.

Losing Nemo

Overfishing is bad for fish; it is also, in the long run, bad for those seeking to catch them. The goal of sound management is to have a stock that is harvested at the same rate that it replenishes itself—which might typically be a stock about half the size of what would be there if there were no fishing at all. If fishers take more than this “maximum sustainable yield”—as they do in many fisheries today—then in the long run they will get less out of the resource than they could, quite possibly imperilling its future. If stocks were allowed to rise back up far enough for the world’s fisheries to reach their maximum sustainable yield, the industry would increase production by 16.5m tonnes—about a fifth of the current total—and bring in an extra $32bn a year.

Good management could in principle get the stocks back up through the use of quotas, property rights and other constraints on untrammelled exploitation. Quotas and similar controls have worked well in some cases. In American waters 16% of stocks were overfished in 2015, down from 25% in 2000. But they have drawbacks. Because they want to land the largest fish they can find, fishers throw back undersized specimens, which often die as a result. And because fish mix, species caught by accident are thrown back if a fisher has no quota for them.

Quotas are also often badly set. Regulators and politicians pander too much to powerful fishing interests, according to Rainer Froese of the Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research in Kiel, Germany. Lobbies, which often benefit from the importance of fishing to specific places, push for short-term profit over long-term sustainability. “They harvest the apples by cutting the tree branches,” says Mr Froese.

The problem is exacerbated by a lack of evidence, which makes overly permissive quota-setting easier. More investment in research and monitoring could help. But in developing countries, where the need is often dire, there are frequently no resources to meet that need, and in many rich countries fishing is not a big enough industry to make such research a national priority. “We are not good value for the taxpayer, but how can you have an island nation without a fishing fleet?” asks Pete Bromley, a former fisherman who is now master of Sutton Harbour.

Aquaculture boosters might answer that fleets are simply no longer needed. But farmed fish, particularly salmon and their ilk, are fed on smaller fish that themselves are caught at sea. Insects or algae might provide alternative fodder, but the companies involved are slow to embrace such novelties, according to Ari Jadwin of AquaSelect, which provides advice to Chinese fish farms. One issue, he says, is that Chinese consumers are not moved by sustainability arguments. But he thinks that concerns over food safety will lead to better practices in the long run.

Those struggling to make money from early mornings in stormy seas worry more about business in the next year than in the next fifty. “Climate change isn’t happening next month. At the moment we’ve got to hang on to what we’ve got,” says Mr Bromley. But worrying trends are already visible. As equatorial seas warm up, many plankton species are extending their range towards the poles by hundreds of kilometres a decade; where they lead, fish will follow.

Moving somewhere cooler might seem a simple thing; but temperature is not all that matters to fish, and so there can be trade-offs involved. The flounders off the coast of Britain like water that is both relatively shallow and fairly cool, says Martin Genner from the University of Bristol. With water temperatures around the south of the country 1.5ºC higher than they used to be, the flounders have headed north—but there the waters are deeper, which suits them less well. Fish may also need particular types of food at particular times in their life cycles, such as when their larvae hatch. If predators and prey respond to warming by heading to different places, or by speeding up or slowing down their breeding at different paces, such needs will go unmet. But how much, and where, food webs will be thus disrupted is hard to say. Few of the models seeking to predict how climate change will affect fish consider ecological interactions between species.

Fixed assets

Not everything in the sea can move to waters new with the flick of a fin. Coral reefs, for example, are rather stuck. Although they cover less than a thousandth of the world’s sea floors, they support a quarter of known marine species—and through them millions of people who rely on fishing and tourism for their livelihoods. As oceans warm, corals risk “bleaching”—losing their colourful algal symbionts—because the algae involved can only survive in a slim range of temperatures. Without their algae, which photosynthesise, the corals lose their source of energy.

There have been three global bleaching episodes since 1998, worsened by El Niño events that heat up the tropical Pacific. The one that started in 2014, and is still going on, has been the longest and most damaging; more than 70% of the world’s coral reefs have been harmed by it. Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, worth $4.6bn each year to nearby Queensland alone, has been particularly badly affected. “Five or ten years ago, most of the discussion about coral reefs was over how they would look by the end of century,” says Rusty Brainard, a coral expert at America’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. “Now the talk is of whether coral reefs will survive as we know them to 2050 or even 2030.”

Acidification makes the picture worse. Though it is hard to distinguish the effects of chemistry from the other problems that beset reefs, it seems a fair bet that an environment where calcium carbonate is more likely to dissolve will not be good for them. A study published last year by researchers at the Carnegie Institution for Science made the point clearly by running de-acidified water over a reef; the corals perked up nicely. Doing the same for all the world’s reefs, though, is hardly an option.
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Faced with chronic problems and hard-to-quantify future crises, the sea’s resources need to be looked after better by all those—countries, consumers, companies and fishers—with a stake in their survival.

Much of that needs to be done in national jurisdictions. Though overfishing means that many fleets now head farther from home than before, about 90% of the catch is from the “exclusive economic zones” (EEZs) that countries are entitled to claim out to as far as 200 nautical miles (370km) from their shores. What counts as a shore, and a claim, though, can be disputed: China’s assertion of fishing rights in the South China Sea, which contains a tenth of the global fish catch, sets its neighbours on edge (though it is hardly the only thing that does). Russia, America and other Arctic states argue over new access to fish stocks in the melting north.

Though what goes on in EEZs is largely a sovereign matter, there are some levers available to outsiders. The World Trade Organisation (WTO) hopes to introduce new rules on fishing subsidies at its next ministerial jamboree in December. These come to $30bn a year, with seven in every ten dollars handed out by comfortably-off countries. The WTO first started discussions on fishing subsidies back in 2001; Pascal Lamy, formerly its director-general, says a great deal of effort has gone into working out which subsidies are contributing to harmful fishing practices. The reckoning now is about 60% of them do so.

China, which gets far more fish from its EEZ than any other country does from theirs (as well as fishing, by agreement, the EEZs of other countries), seems open to action on subsidies if some unrelated anti-dumping measures are loosened. But how to bring poor countries on board remains a thorny issue. Although coastal African states want change, many inland ones fret over the higher cost of fish. “The whole point is to make fish more expensive,” explains Mr Lamy, “so as to internalise the cost of environmental depletion.” Sensible stewardship, but not necessarily an easy sell in countries where fish from elsewhere are a cheap source of protein for the poor.

Establishing more protected areas both within EEZs and on the high seas beyond would be another way to help, particularly if they were to contain “no-take” zones where fishing is completely barred. Such zones provide breathing spaces, or breeding spaces, in which stocks can recover. Crow White from California Polytechnic State University and Christopher Costello from the University of California, Santa Barbara have calculated that if such an approach was taken to its extreme and the high seas were closed to fishing, then yields elsewhere could rise by 30%, with fisheries’ profits doubling because fish closer to shore become cheaper to catch.
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The countries that dominate fishing in international waters (see chart 2) would never stomach such a ban; they prefer the often inadequate regulation offered by regional fisheries-management organisations. But even in these regimes, temporary and rolling closures have been tested. In the Antarctic permanent ones have proved successful.

Spotting boats that misbehave on the high seas (or indeed in EEZs) is getting easier. The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) requires ships over 300 tonnes to have an Automatic Identification System (AIS), a radio transmitter which tells anyone in the vicinity the boat’s position, speed and identity so as to avoid collisions. “In the vicinity”, though, now includes “up above”; various satellites can use AIS transmissions to track ships. Spire, an American startup, is building up a constellation of tiny spacecraft with which it hopes to log 10m AIS transmissions every day by the end of this year.

Global Fishing Watch, an online platform created by Google, Oceana, a marine charity, and Sky Truth, which uses satellite data to further environmental causes, is a keen user of AIS transmissions. They do not just let it locate fishing vessels; they let it take a good guess as to what they are doing (boats long-lining for tuna, for example, zigzag distinctively). The platform currently follows 60,000 vessels responsible for 50-60% of the world’s catch, according to Brian Sullivan from Google. Indonesia is planning to use the platform to make public data that it gathers through “vessel monitoring systems”—information which can reveal more about what is actually happening on-board than AIS location data do, and as a result is often jealously guarded. The more other countries follow suit, the better the picture will be.

The Port State Measures Agreement, which came into force in 2016, means that if such monitoring leads a country to suspect that a foreign vessel is doing something dodgy, it does not have to go out and inspect it in order to take action. The agreement’s clever construction means that poor countries without much by way of navy or coastguard can deny a suspicious foreign vessel entry to their ports and pass its details on to other countries that might have the wherewithal to check it out.

[image: ]Big ocean, big impact
Companies can act, as well as countries. Food suppliers and retailers such as Costco, Sodexo and Walmart are trying to combat poor fishing practices through a body called the Seafood Task Force. The idea is to ensure that supply chains are what they purport to be and that labour conditions in the industry are up to snuff with an eye to fixing problems before they become scandals. And insurers are interested in the sort of monitoring Global Fishing Watch does: ships that turn their AIS off increase the risk of collisions; they may attract bigger premiums or have their policies revoked.

Investors currently have little information on how their choice of investment affects marine life. Fish Tracker, a not-for-profit firm, aims to put that right. It is looking at the risks posed by unsustainable fishing in the same way that climate activists have studied the risks of fossil-fuel investments in order to warn off investors. Mark Campanale, the initiative’s founder, says that at the most basic level investors need to understand that if one boat catches one fish, ten boats will not catch ten. To that end the outfit is analysing information covering 300 fishing companies with a market capitalisation of $530bn to calculate the unacknowledged downsides imposed by environmental limits.

None of this can drive change effectively, though, without the support of fishers. Including them in the design of regulatory regimes can bolster scientific analysis and reduce political tensions; by bringing them into the process it also deepens their understanding of sustainable practice. “It would be unacceptable for farmers to go through an educational system without understanding crop yields and the need to manage the land for future generations,” says Jim Masters of Fishing into the Future, a charity. “But there are no equivalent opportunities for fishermen.” For the sake of the fish, there should be.

This article appeared in the Briefing section of the print edition under the headline “All the fish in the sea“






			  Ocean Conference Addresses MPAs, Ocean Acidification

          

        from the International Institute for Sustainable Development’s (IISD’s) daily coverage of the Ocean Conference 5-9 June 2017.

STORY HIGHLIGHTS


	On the second day of the UN Ocean Conference, two partnership dialogues took place on: (1) managing, protecting, conserving, and restoring marine and coastal ecosystems; and (2) minimizing and addressing ocean acidification.
	UNCTAD, FAO and UN Environment announced a voluntary commitment that aims to remove or reduce harmful fisheries subsidies, and additional commitments focused on phasing out single-use plastic.


6 June 2017: UN Member States outlined commitments on increasing marine protected area (MPA) coverage, reducing or banning plastic bags and microplastics, enhancing integrated coastal management, and improving pollution control during the second day of the UN Ocean Conference. The Conference is focusing on efforts to achieve the targets under SDG 14 (life below water) and related SDGs and targets.

The UN Ocean Conference is convening at UN Headquarters in New York, US, from 5-9 June 2017. The second day included a plenary meeting continued from the first day, as well as two partnership dialogues, on ‘Managing, protecting, conserving, and restoring marine and coastal ecosystems’ (Partnership Dialogue 2) and ‘Minimizing and addressing ocean acidification’ (Partnership Dialogue 3).

Partnership Dialogue 2 highlighted the role of marine and coastal ecosystems and MPAs in achieving progress on multiple SDGs. Noting that implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) can inform SDG 14 implementation, CBD Executive Secretary Cristiana Pașca Palmer highlighted opportunities for synergistic implementation, including:

	expected achievement of Aichi Target 11 (10% of coastal and marine areas conserved through PA systems by 2020);
	science-based policy making; policy coherence; and engagement of stakeholders, including local communities.


Participants also shared national progress, such as:

	designation of 80% of Palau’s waters as a no-take zone (Palau);
	“imminent” designation of the Cook Islands’ entire exclusive economic zone (EEZ) as multiple-use marine park, including 16% as MPAs (Cook Islands);
	efforts to improve MPA ecological representativity, connectivity and effective management (Sweden); the role of national legislation to implement SDG 14 (Timor-Leste);
	a blue economy “master plan” that has been translated into a sustainable investment prospectus (Grenada); and
	progress towards protecting 32% of French marine waters and 55% of mangroves by 2021 (France).


In Partnership Dialogue 3, participants stressed the importance of the Paris Agreement on climate change to mitigate ocean acidification. World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Secretary-General Petteri Taalas explained the link between atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) and ocean acidification. Noting that acidification will continue for at least 60 years even if CO2 emissions decline rapidly, he underlined the need for adaptation. Participants shared commitments to reduce CO2 emissions and implement local adaptation strategies, including the designation of MPAs and support for MPA networks and resilient marine ecosystems, protection of sea cucumbers, which digest CO2, and efforts to improve global ocean acidification monitoring.

The European Investment Bank (EIB) committed to leverage support for climate projects and the development of the blue economy in small island developing States (SIDS) with a US$100 billion investment. Finland announced a joint voluntary commitment with Sweden and Canada on the Arctic MPA network toolbox project to support MPA network development and promote resilience of Arctic marine ecosystems. New Zealand recalled providing NZD1.8 million to its partnership with the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) to foster Pacific islands’ resilience to ocean acidification.

On sustainable trade in fisheries, the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO) and the UN Environment Programme (UN Environment) announced a voluntary commitment that aims to remove or reduce harmful fisheries subsidies, which the UN estimates could amount to US$35 billion. The commitment stresses a “strong correlation with overcapacity and overfishing” and fisheries subsidies, and emphasizes that trade and trade policies can facilitate a transition to sustainable ocean-based economies. The commitment identifies four minimum outcomes, including: provisions for transparent notification of all relevant fisheries subsidies; prohibition of subsidies that contribute to overfishing and overcapacity and those that undermine sustainable development, food and nutritional security; instruments and tools to deter introduction of new harmful subsidies; and special attention and treatment to developing countries, in particular the least developed countries (LDCs) and SIDS. This commitment is one of 855 voluntary commitments listed in the Conference’s Registry of Voluntary Commitments, as of 7 June.

Additional commitments focus on phasing out single-use plastic. According to UN Environment, more than one million people have signed an Avaaz petition to phase out single-use plastic worldwide within the next five years, as part of the Programme’s Clean Seas campaign to end the use of single-use plastic and eliminate microplastics in cosmetics. UNEP Executive Director Erik Solheim noted that 20 countries have committed to reducing their plastic waste.

According to the Earth Negotiations Bulletin (ENB), some participants in the dialogues reflected on the indivisibility of the SDGs, stressing the interlinkages between actions on oceans and addressing biodiversity loss, climate change or food security. The ENB’s daily report further highlights discussions on availability of resources and “sustainable financing to revive and restore life below water.” [UN Press Release] [UNCTAD Press Release] [UNCTAD/FAO/UNEP Commitment] [UNEP Press Release] [ENB Coverage of UN Ocean Conference, 6 June][ENV Video Summaries from Ocean Conference] [SDG Knowledge Hub Story on Fisheries Subsidies] [Conference Programme]



			  Caribbean Philanthropy Network (CPN) — Reports 2010 to 2013

          

        Linked below are three publications written, edited or reviewed by Judith Ann Towle for the Caribbean Philanthropy Network,

These reports date from the period 2009 to 2013 and they are not up-to-date in terms of recent actions taken by Caribbean countries or dependencies to comply with, or avoid sanctions based on the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering of the OECD.

	CPN 2010 Philanthropy and Law in the Caribbean_FINAL_201005
	CPN 2011 Final Report_CPN Law Initiative Follow-up 201102
	CPN 2013 Mapping Study FINAL Report and Appendices


For more information about financial standards for money laundering in the Caribbean, see the web site for the Caribbean Financial Action Task Force. As near as I can tell, there is no mention of the application of FATF or CFATF standards to non profit organizations. Personal experience in some of the smaller islands of the Eastern Caribbean indicates that compliance with current FATF standards is a major problem and cost to locally based non-profit organizations and charities.
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